Enhance Your Image,
Reduce Your Costs

ColorVerify

Make process control easy with the revolutionary

color checking system available only from Mutoh. ColorVerify is the first-of-its-kind in the
industry and will not only save you money but allows you to satisfy even the
most demanding color conscious clients.

The
1624-64” offers
ColorVerify and prints vivid, realistic colors
that jump right off the page.

· Process Control Made Easy
· First of Its Kind on the Market
· Save Time & Money
· Stay Ahead of the Competition

Make Sure Your Prints are Perfect
Before Losing Profits
Pro
On-printer color checking system.
Process control made easy.
Know what your prints will look like before wasting time and
materials.
Checks for color drift before resulting in rejected jobs.
User doesn’t need to sheet off to use so it doesn’t interrupt
work flow or waste media.
FREE service for every person who has a1608HS, 1324, 1624 or
SpectroVue VM-10.
Looks at color consistency across full platen width, perfect for
billboards, trade shows and wraps.
First of its kind in the industry!
How it works: When the SpectroVue VM-10 option is added to
a new ValueJet 1324, 1624 or 1608HS printer, it automatically activates
Mutoh’s free ColorVerify service. With this service, the operator simply
prints the built-in ColorVerify ColorCheck test strip at the beginning of
a print run and stores the measured values as a “baseline” in the printer’s
on-board nonvolatile memory. Then, at any point throughout the print
run, the operator can reprint the test strip and re-measure. The printer
will analyze the measured values, compare them to the baseline values,
and report how much color variation has occurred between the
current print and the baseline measurement. The system reports results
of ColorChecks on the printed Jelly Bean pattern.

Internet-based service that stores and tracks printer color
output readings.
Process control made easy.
Same basic use as ColorVerify.
Gives user a “pass” or “fail” notice if the Color Check isn’t
consistent with the original baseline.
Store a limitless amount of baselines for different medias,
inks and heater settings.
Perfect for repeat customers who want to match colors.
Perfect for long jobs that require the user to change out
media rolls and new ink cartridges.
Troubleshoots where color differentiations lie.
Track jobs over lengths of time.
Every 1608HS, 1324 and 1624 come with a FREE 90 day trial
Gives a print shop a competitive advantage. Be at the
fore-front of the industry and be able to reduce prices
because of the minimal amount of waste occuring.
Make sure your prints are perfect before losing profits.
First of its kind in the industry!
Process Control is an important part of an effective work flow.
Manage color output to reach the highest color quality possible and
stay on-top of the competition. Maintain consistent colors for repeat
and long jobs. Maintain low overhead costs, reduce customer costs,
enhance customer satisfaction and save time.

SpectroVue VM-10 Spectrophotometer

SPECTROVUE

with ColorVerify

Comes standard with the 1608HS Hybrid and can be equipped to Mutoh’s new ValueJet
1608HS Hybrid Printer, the new ValueJet 1324 and 1624. SpectroVue VM-10 fits into
the prebuilt slot in the print head and is electronically operated, not manually. More
accurate than a manual spectrophotometer, you get consistent readings as readings are
taken in the sample spot every time a ColorVerify check is read. Readings only takes
minutes and the SpectroVue VM-10 is easy to install and operate.

Mutoh is known as a true pioneer in the large format printing industry by introducing several innovations to the marketplace that have greatly enhanced
the productivity and profitability of print shops just like yours. Mutoh has earned many awards and created many technological innovations in the printer
industry including acclaim for superior media handling and precision motion control in its new generation of large format inkjet printers. Prior to digital
printing, Mutoh earned a reputation within the architectural and CAD/CAM industries for speed, accuracy and quality. The Mutoh legacy of innovation is
poised to not only continue to but change the industry again and again.
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